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Linear Collider Detector Environment
Detectors designed to exploit the physics discovery 
potential of e+e- collisions at √s ~ 1TeV.
Perform precision measurements of complex final 
states with well-defined initial state:

Tunable energy
Known quantum numbers & e─ , e+, γ polarization
Possibilities for γγ , γe─ , e─ e─

Very small interaction region
Momentum constraints (modulo beam & bremsstrahlung)

Expensive facility, low cross sections, democracy of final 
states

⇒
 

Optimized detector to extract maximum physics!
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Detector Requirements
Exceptional momentum resolution

Reconstruct Z → l+ l- in higgs recoil
Excellent vertexing capabilities

b, c, and light jet flavor tagging.
Individual Particle Reconstruction in calorimeters

Fully reconstruct hadronic final states
Imaging, highly segmented sampling calorimeter

Hermeticity
Excellent missing energy/mass sensitivity

Affordability
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LCD Simulation Mission Statement
Provide full simulation capabilities for Linear 
Collider physics program:

Physics simulations
Detector designs
Reconstruction and analysis

Need flexibility for:
New detector geometries/technologies  
Different reconstruction algorithms 

Limited resources demand efficient solutions, focused 
effort.

Strong connections to University groups, other labs, 
international colleagues.
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Goals
Facilitate contribution from physicists in different locations 
with various amounts of available time.
Use standard data formats, when possible.
Provide a general-purpose framework for physics software 
development.
Develop a suite of reconstruction and analysis algorithms and 
sample codes.
Simulate benchmark physics processes on different full 
detector designs.
Software is easy to install, learn, use.

Goal is to allow software to be installed from CD or web with no
external dependencies.
Support via web based forums, tutorials, meetings.
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LC Detector Full Simulation

MC Event 
(stdhep)

Geometry (lcdd)

Raw Event (lcio)

GEANT4

slic

Compact 
Geometry 
Description

(compact.xml)

Reconstruction, Visualization, …
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Detector Variants
Runtime XML format allows variations in detector 
geometries to be easily set up and studied:

Stainless Steel vs. Tungsten HCal sampling material
RPC vs. GEM vs. Scintillator readout
Layering (radii, number, composition)
Readout segmentation (size, projective vs. nonprojective)
Tracking detector technologies & topologies

Pixels, Silicon microstrip, SIT, SET
“Wedding Cake” Nested Tracker vs. Barrel + Cap

Field strength
Far forward MDI variants (0, 2, 14, 20 mr )
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GeomConverter

Compact
Description

GeomConverter

LCDD

GODL

org.lcsim
Analysis &

Reconstruction

HEPREP

slic

lelaps

wired

lcio

lcio

Small Java program for converting 
from compact description to a 
variety of other formats
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LCIO SimTracker Hits from Vertex 
CAD Drawing

GEANT Volumes

LCIO Hits
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The SiD Barrel Vertex Detector
Silicon wafers with pixel readout.
Integrated supports.
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The SiD Barrel Outer Tracker

~10x10 cm2

 

silicon wafers with 
microstrip

 

readout.
Mounting modules.

Carbon fiber support tubes not shown.
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sid01
Dodecagonal, 

overlapping 
stave EMCal

Dodecagonal, 
wedge HCal

Octagonal, 
wedge Muon

Cylindrical 
Solenoid with 
substructure
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Example of Test Beam Analysis
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Event Samples
Have generated canonical data samples and have 
processed them through full detector simulations.
simple single particles: γ, μ, e, π+/- , n, …
composite single particles: π0,ρ, K0

S ,τ, ψ, Z, …
Z Pole events: comparison to SLD/LEP
WW, ZZ, tt, qq, tau pairs, mu pairs, Zγ, Zh
beam pairs, muons, γγ→ hadrons, etc. backgrounds
inclusive 1 ab-1 Standard Model sample
Web accessible http://www.lcsim.org/datasets/ftp.html
Additive at the detector hit level, with time offsets.

Investigate effects of full backgrounds.

http://www.lcsim.org/datasets/ftp.html
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Reconstruction
Core reconstruction algorithms (track finding, fitting, 
calorimeter clustering, etc.) are in place.
Interfaces defined for tasks, with many different plug-
&-play implementations (e.g. calorimeter clustering).
Standardized algorithm comparison tools.
Analyses targeted to ReconstructedParticles

Decouples interdependencies of different tasks.
Allows comparisons between different algorithms or 
implementations.
Easily swap in MC “cheater” to study effects of particular 
analysis task, independent of other tasks.
Physics analyses can be developed and tested using fast 
Monte Carlo smearing, seamlessly transition to full reco. 
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The Grid
Existing resources have proven sufficient to-date for 
event generation, detector response simulation and 
reconstruction/analysis (but may change).
Grid tools seem to be getting to the point where they 
are useful, so are beginning transition.
Tools have been developed from the beginning to be 
grid friendly, i.e. static binaries, no db connections, …
Have developed (SBIR w/ Tech-X) Interactive Dataset 
Analysis on the Grid tools (as opposed to normal batch 
processing). 

Plug-in allows grid analysis from within JAS.
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Resources for getting started

http://lcsim.org/ Web Site
Tutorials

Software installation
Using tools
Simple Analysis Examples
Developers Guide

Datasets
Documentation

Confluence Wiki
More tutorials
More documentation
Frequently asked Questions
Users are encouraged to comment on, 
add to, or correct existing 
documentation

https://jira.slac.stanford.edu/signup

http://lcsim.org/
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Resources for getting started

Discussion Forums
http://forum.linearcollider.org/

SLIC, org.lcsim
Not recommended

Spray E-mail to developers
Banging head against wall
Uninstall and reinstall software 3 
times

Recommended
Post questions on the forum

You will get faster answers
You will get more accurate answers
Others will benefit from seeing 
answers to your questions

Discuss what you would like to do
get feedback on best practices

http://forum.linearcollider.org/
http://forum.linearcollider.org/
http://forum.linearcollider.org/
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Summary
SLAC Sim/Reco team supports an ambitious physics and 
detector simulation, reconstruction & analysis effort. 
Goal is flexibility and interoperability, not technology or 
concept limited.
Provides full data samples for ILC physics studies.

Stdhep and LCIO files available on the web.
Provides a complete and flexible detector simulation package 
capable of simulating arbitrarily complex detectors with 
runtime detector description.
Reconstruction & analysis framework exists, core functionality 
available, individual particle reconstruction template 
developed, various analysis algorithms implemented.
Optimize Silicon Detector for LOI, summer 2008!
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Additional Information
lcsim.org - http://www.lcsim.org
ILC Forum - http://forum.linearcollider.org

Wiki - http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/ilc/Home
org.lcsim - http://www.lcsim.org/software/lcsim
Software Index - http://www.lcsim.org/software
Detectors - http://www.lcsim.org/detectors

LCIO - http://lcio.desy.de
SLIC - http://www.lcsim.org/software/slic
LCDD - http://www.lcsim.org/software/lcdd
JAS3 - http://jas.freehep.org/jas3
AIDA - http://aida.freehep.org
WIRED - http://wired.freehep.org

http://www.lcsim.org/
http://forum.linearcollider.org/
http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/ilc/Home
http://www.lcsim.org/software/lcsim
http://www.lcsim.org/software
http://www.lcsim.org/detectors
http://lcio.desy.de/
http://www.lcsim.org/software/slic
http://www.lcsim.org/software/lcdd
http://jas.freehep.org/jas3
http://aida.freehep.org/
http://wired.freehep.org/
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